STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO
FINDING YOUR STYLE
Stand out from the flock and show your
personality with everything you design.
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FINDING
INSPIRATION

We all have that moment when we see a
design and swoon. Oh how I wish I came
up with that. I personally have that
moment daily when I see something that is
beautifully designed and it either gets
pinned on Pinterest saved on Instagram or
even a screenshot from Behance. If you've
already started a collection of your favourite
images and designs your way ahead of the
game! If not, lets get started! Its possibly the
best part of discovering your style! The
image on the right is a screenshot of my
instagram saves. Keep in mind the images
don't neccessarily have to be design only, it
can be favourite photography, quotes,
fashion, just generally something that
catches your eye.
My favourites to look for inspiration are:
1. Instagram - You can easily save while
browsing and create a separate album with
images you love.

2. Pinterest - Create a new board and
start pinning! Don't judge as you pin you
can clean it up later if you feel the need.
3. Behance
https://www.behance.net Appreciate projects so they end up in
your appreciated projects. Go under
profile and you can find them there.
Also its nice to give some love to
fellow designers.
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FINDING INSPIRATION (PARTY 2)

MY SAVES

SIMILARITIES
Right away you can see some of the
similarities.
1) COLOUR - I tend to use more pastels pinks, teals and blues. Even when working
on a more corporate documents (lower
right) I can't help but to add some colour.
I also love black and white photography
and earthly tones (more on this on the
next page)
2) VIBE - Overall I keep my work more fun
and playful like the images that I find
inspiriting.
3) FONTS - My personal preference has
always been sans serif fonts with a nice
amount of spacing.
SAIRAMIAN.COM

MY WORK

"“We don’t make
mistakes, just happy little
accidents”. - Bob Ross
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DISECTING
YOUR IMAGES
1. Print & Group.
Print all of your saved images and cut them out
as needed. Now group them in piles that feel
right. The groups should essentially reflect that
different sides of you. For myself this varied by
bright happy images that would make me
smile and dark images that were very
monochromatic, minimalist and had rich
colours (think gold, royal blue and lots of black).
2. Take Note.
Write down all the different groups and
differences between them and similarities.
Quite possibly for yourself you might not
have discovered multiple groups and may
just have one... luck you! You can by pass this
step!
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3. Focus on the Similarities
With your list of similarities between
the groups brainstorm on how you can
blend these worlds together. For
instance I still use a lot of
monochromatic images and pair them
with colourful text or accents
throughout my work. I also use gold
with pinks and vary between bright
and dark blues. Below are my two
worlds which I blend to create designs
that are true to who I am.

MY DARK
WORLD

MY LIGHT
WORLD
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PICK YOUR
FAVOURITES
Select your own personal favourite designs or
photography.. Don't overthink it, just through
them in a folder. They may not even be client
finals.
Note the similarities between the images. Are
the colour tones similar? Are the font
combination similar? Or have you used one
font throughout the document? Do they
make you feel a certain way? Do you prefer a
lot of white space?
All these elements contribute to your
graphic design style.
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Finding your personal design style will make
your creative life easier. Create a one pager
that you can stick on your wall as a reminder.
When your stuck on a project and don't like
where its going you will have some guidance
to create a piece that you are happy with and
matches your style. You will find once you
have refined your personal style the perfect
clients will be knocking on your door. It will be
a match made in creative heaven, as they
have come to you for that reason. THEY LOVE
YOUR STYLE!
Good Luck! :)
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35%
the action or activity of
gathering information
about consumers' needs
and preferences.

72%
the action or activity of
gathering information
about consumers' needs
and preferences.
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EARNING
GROSS
INCOME

Annual reports are intended to give
shareholders and other interested
people information about the
company's activities performance.

An annual report is a comprehensive
report on a company's activities
throughout the preceding year. Annual
reports are intended to give
shareholders and other interested
people information about the
company's activities and financial
performance.

Most jurisdictions require companies to
prepare and disclose annual reports,
and many require the annual report to
be filed at the company's registry.
Companies listed on a stock exchange
are also required to report at more
frequent intervals.

This doctype is meant to help our users
create various business or project
proposals and help them get approved.
Proposals themes can be categorised
per industry.
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This doctype is meant to help our users
create various business or project
proposals and help them get approved.
Proposals themes can be categorised
per industry.
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QUARTER 2
FINANCIAL
HIGHLIGHTS
According to Wikipedia, an annual
report is a comprehensive report on
a company's activities throughout
the preceding year. Annual reports
are intended to give shareholders
and other interested people
information about the company's
activities and financial performance.
They may be considered as grey
literature. Most jurisdictions require
companies to prepare and disclose
annual reports, and many require the
annual report to be filed at the
company's registry.
Other information deemed relevant
to stakeholders may be included,
such as a report on operations for
manufacturing firms or corporate
social responsibility reports for
companies with environmentally or
socially sensitive operations. In the
case of larger companies, it is usually
a sleek, colorful, high-gloss
publication.
Companies listed on a stock
exchange are also required to report
at more frequent intervals.
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Companies listed on a stock exchange
are also required to report at more
frequent intervals. Companies listed
on a stock exchange are also required
to report at more frequent intervals.

"Companies listed on a
stock exchange are also
required to report at
more frequent intervals."
Other information deemed relevant to
stakeholders may be included, such as
a report on operations for
manufacturing firms or corporate
social responsibility reports for
companies with environmentally or
socially sensitive operations. In the
case of larger companies, it is usually a
sleek, colorful, high-gloss publication.
According to Wikipedia, an annual
report is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and
other interested people information
about the company's activities and
financial performance. They may be
considered as grey literature. Most
jurisdictions require companies to
prepare and disclose annual reports,
and many require the annual report to
be filed at the company's registry.
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COLOURS

12M

The Agreement marks a
qualitative change going
forward. For the first time,
practically all emitting countries
reached a consensus about the
need to reduce greenhouse gas

A common factor is a sizeable
increase in renewable
generation. Overall, this will
entail investments totalling more
than 400 billion dollars per year
over the next 15 years.

30%

25%

The year 2016 and subsequent
years will undoubtedly bring
their own challenges and
business opportunities. We are
moving forward from a solid
strategic position

Which has enabled the Board of
DirectorsDirectors to propose a
25% increase in the dividend
with the goal of setting a new
baseline from which to offer
moderate sustainable
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Companies listed on a stock exchange
are also required to report at more
frequent intervals. Companies listed
on a stock exchange are also required
to report at more frequent intervals.

"Companies listed on a
stock exchange are also
required to report at
more frequent intervals."
Other information deemed relevant to
stakeholders may be included, such as
a report on operations for
manufacturing firms or corporate
social responsibility reports for
companies with environmentally or
socially sensitive operations. In the
case of larger companies, it is usually a
sleek, colorful, high-gloss publication.
According to Wikipedia, an annual
report is a comprehensive report on a
company's activities throughout the
preceding year. Annual reports are
intended to give shareholders and
other interested people information
about the company's activities and
financial performance. They may be
considered as grey literature. Most
jurisdictions require companies to
prepare and disclose annual reports,
and many require the annual report to
be filed at the company's registry.
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In 2018, the sales have successfully regain its peak in December
after the lowest sales achieved in February.

In 2018, the market share for the last 6 months have
improved since last year.
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